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Tattoo Super Models: Inked & Sexy
(English, German, French, Spanish
And Italian Edition)

Christian Saint is a professional Advertising, Celebrity & Fine Art photographer, residing in
(Williamsburg) Brooklyn, NY. With over 20 years experience in the commercial world and tired of the
industryâ€™s narrow view of beauty, Christian focused his sites on the tattoo community, using his
knowledge from commercial fashion and beauty, to help bring "alternativeâ€• to the mainstream.
From 2007-2015, Christian has been a contributor to Tattoo Life Magazine, casting and shooting all
of their covers and calendars. With clients worldwide, his Magazine covers have been distributed in
over 50 countries.Christian Saintâ€™s images are highly stylized, beautiful, sensual and
memorable. A leader in the tattoo photography world, his unique style has been frequently copied
but never matched. His masterful eye and control of light turn every tattoo model he shoots into a
tattoo super model. He uses color and light to caress a womanâ€™s skin, highlighting their body art,
while bringing out the power and strengths of each modelâ€™s unique style. Wether his approach is
costume and fantasy or a sexy nude, Christianâ€™s images are approached with a sophistication
that everyone can appreciate and fall in love with.
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New York photographer Christian Saint has been photographing beautiful women for over twenty
years. He claims the narrow view of female beauty held by most in the fashion and beauty industry
grew tiresome, and he gradually became more interested in shooting women with a more alternative
sense of themselves. Since the early 1990's he's had a fascination with shooting inked girls, but

finding them in those early days was a rare and opportune thing. But it's gotten easier, and over the
past eight years he has worked with tattooed models almost exclusively. This new book from
Goliath celebrates his achievement. His powerful photographic style helps to document every
intimate detail of his feminine subject's naked terrain, but it's his love for the subject matter that
glorifies their unique and comely beauty. This is notan imitation of the Suicide Girls' look - it's a
much more polished, even clinical perspective, achieved with the enhancing flair of a seasoned
beauty photographer.

I'm not biased towards tattoos generally, but to say these these tattooed women are sexy is an
understatement. Some other goliath books have been so-so but this one is excellent.

Excellent photo art. Wish the book was in larger format.

Amazing quality and beautiful photographs.

Good, lots of great looking women with some wonderful tats.
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